
Revisions to Outreach Scholarship Proposal 
 

The feedback I remember from the meeting was as follows: 
1.  The program was widely supported but how to fund it was in question 
2.  We should not add a percentage surcharge to meet hosts, as they would be the teams covering the costs 
rather than the entire LSC 
3.  A max of $75/swimmer/mo. would probably be difficult to fund, therefore $50 seemed more feasible 
4.  A surcharge per swimmer would be most effective way to fund the program but we needed to know the 
number of athletes that participated in meets over  
the last year 
5. we needed to know the number of outreach swimmer, but then factor that the number may grow because 
of this program 
 
So in response to those items I have come up with the following info   
 
1.  We had 19,255 swimmers participate in all of the MV meets during the last year (Sept 2017-Aug. 2018) 
2. We have appx. 250 outreach swimmers 
3.  Max contribution of $50/mo. or $550 per year/child.  The total cost for this program would cost $137,500 
4.  In order to fund this program we would need to charge a $7 surcharge per swimmer/meet 
5.  I don't really believe all of these swimmers will apply, but hopefully we will get additional swimmers to join 
our teams 
 
How do we enforce/implement such a program 
1.  All applicants must apply and meet the financial requirements. 
2.  How do we know that they are active-Monthly confirmation from team contacts? 
a.  Additionally, I would like to add a meet participation requirement (this means that we can track swimmers 
in a database for active participation).  Additionally it means that each swimmer will be contributing to 
funding their scholarship 
b.  Min required participation would be 3 USA sanctioned (not observed) meets during the Short course 
season and 2 USA sanctioned meets during the long course season-failure to meet these requirements 
would be forfeiture of any subsidized monies for the following season. 

 


